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Summary. The model of quadratic regression is studied by means of the projection pursuit 
method. This method leads to a decomposition of the matrix of quadratic regression, which 
can be used for an estimation of this matrix from the data observed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The projection pursuit (PP) methods belong to those methods of analysis of data 
which have been developed for data analysis by computers. These methods are widely 
used in applications of some nonlinear statistical methods. The aim of this paper 
is to study the PP-method for the solution of problem of quadratic regression. The 
theory of quadratic statistics (estimators), in particular for normally distributed 
random vector, which has been developed recently, can also be used for the solution 
of the problem of quadratic regression by the PP-method. As we will see, under 
the assumption of normality, the exact mathematical model for this problem exists 
and provides a guide for the special methods of data analysis by computers. 
2. PP-METHOD IN REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
This part of the paper is based on the work of Huber [2]. Let us assume that 
X = (Xl9...,Xd)
f is a d-dimensional (d ^ 2) random vector and let Ybe a random 
variable. It is well known that /(X) = E[7 j X] - the conditional expectation of Y 
given X is the best (in the mean square error sense) nonlinear estimator of Y based 
on the random vector X. The main statistical problem is that the function / defining 
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E[7| X] is a nonlinear function of d variables which depends on the distribution 
of the random vector (X', Y)'. However, in statistical problems we do not know 
this distribution and consequently we do not know the function f. 
The projection pursuit method in regression analysis is based on successive approxi-
mations of the random variable f(X) by random variables which are computed 
from the projections of the random vector X on (one-dimensional) subspaces of Rd. 
d 
Let o e Rd be a ^-dimensional vector. The random variable o'X = £ aiXi can 
i = l 
be regarded as a projection of the random vector X to the (one-dimensional) sub-
space of Rd generated by the vector a. The random variable E[y| o'X] = ga(a'X), 
i.e. the conditional expectation of Y given o'X, is the best approximation of the 
random variable E[y| X] given the random variable o'X. 
Let a1 e R
d be such a vector that 
E[/(X) - E[Y| o;X]]2 = min E[/(X) - ga(a'X)Y . 
aeRd 
Now, let Rx = Y — E[y| o'xX] = Y — ^(oiX), where we have used the notation 
g! instead of gai, and letfj(X) = E[JRX | X]. Then we have 
ji(X) = E[y IX] - E[E[Y| o;x] | X] = /(X) - a.foJX). 
The best approximation of E[K! | X] based on the random variable o'X, a e Rd 
is the random variable E[1vx | o^X] = a2(o2X), which satisfies 
E[/i(X) - g2(o'2X)Y = min E[/X(X) - E[R5 | o'X]]
2 . 
aeRd 
We proceed further by analogy, and in the m-th step we get the random variable 
m 
Rm = Km_! - E[Km_! I omX] = Rm_x - gm(a'mX) = Y - £ g^a'.X). Let fm(X) = 
1 = 1 
= E[Km | X]. Then we have 
m m 
fjX) = /(X) - Z gj(o'jX) or /(X) = fm(X) + _ a/ojX). 
1=1 J = l 
Under the assumption that for some m either 
E[/m(x)-«r a + 1(o;1 + 1x)]
2 = o 
or 
m + l 
E[Km | X] = E[.Rm | o;n + 1X] we can write f(X) = £ ^.(ojX) . 
1 = 1 
In this case E[y| X] can be expressed as the sum of the best approximations 
gj(a'jX), j = 1, 2,. . . , m + 1 which are computed from the orthogonal projections 
a'jX of the vector X. 
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3. PROJECTION PURSUIT QUADRATIC REGRESSION 
We shall now apply the PP-method to the problem of quadratic regression. Let X 
be a d-dimensional Nd(0, 2) (normally) distributed random vector with E[X] = O 
and with a regular covariance matrix I, Let 
d 
Y = XAX + s = ~] XiXjAtj + s, 
;,1=i 
where A is a d x d symmetric matrix and s is a random variable with E[e] = 0 
and D[s] = a2; let X and e be independent. It is clear that under these assumptions 
f(X) = E[y| X] = XAX. We will show using the PP-method that the equality 
d 
XAX = ~] gj(a'jX) holds. 
1=i 
To find the functions gj9 j = 1, 2, ..., d we have to compute E[y|o 'X] and 
E[Rj | o'X] for any a e Rd and j = 1, 2, . . . , d — 1. This can be easily done by virtue 
of the assumption that the vector X has the normal distribution. 
It is well known (see [5], [6]) that if U is a N(0, l)-distributed random variable, 
then any random variable V satisfies 
E[F|U] = f tlVhjU)].h{U), 
1 = 0 
where ht are Hermite's polynomials, for which we have the identities 
E[h/U) hj(U)] = £ „ ht(u) hj(u) - L e<~w
2 &u = 8tj , ij = 1, 2 , . . . 
V27i 
It is well known that h0(u) = 1, h^u) = w, h2(u) = (1/^/2) (u
2 - 1),.... Using 
this result for the random variables V = yand 
v _ o'X o'X 
" VD[*'x] ~ V ^ ' 
which has the N(0, 1) distribution, and taking into account the independence of X 
and a, we get the equalities 
E[F| a'X] = I E [(X'AX + s) . ht ( (
q 'XLY|. hf ( (
a'X) \ = 
' « - • L v ; w->[*x]/J lvI>[^y 
00 
= ^E[X'AX.h , .( f / ) ] .Mf l )-
i = 0 
However, E[X'AX. A,(£t)] = E[(X'AX - E[X'AX]). h^)] + EfX'AX] . E[h,.(U)] 
is different from zero only for i = 0 and i = 2 if U = a'Xj^D\a'X] (see [6]) and 
thus we conclude 
E[X'AX . h0(U)] = E[X'AX] , 
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E[X'AX. h2(U)] = E^XДX - E[X'AX]) . -L (S&L - l)J 
Cov (XЛX ; (o'X)2). 
V(2)Z)[o'X] 
Using these results we obtain 
E[Y| o'X] = E[X'AX] + | ^^AX^Xf) ((a'X)2 - D[o'X]) . 
From the theory of quadratic estimation (see [3], [4], under the assumption that 
X is an Nd(0,1) distributed random vector, it is well known that E[X'AX] = 
= tr (AI) and Gov (X'AX; X'BX) = 2 tr (AIBI) for any d x d symmetric matrices 
A and 6, where tr denotes the trace of a matrix. 
Hence we can write 
2(D[a'X]) 2 = 2(a'Xa)2 = 2 tr (aa'Iaa'l) = D[X'aa'X] = D[(a'X)2~] . 
Using this result and the independence of X and 2 we get the final form 
for E[Y| o 'X]: 
E[Y| o'X] = E[Y] + C ° ^ ( ( ^ j
X ) 2 ) ( ( o ' X ) 2 - E[(o'X)2]). 
Further, we have 
E [ E l7 l xl ~ ElY\ a'x1Y = D[X'AX} - ( C o v (Y;(a'x)2)Y = 
= JD[X'AX]-2f'
a^^aY, 
\ ďla ) 
where we have used the equalities Cov (Y; (a'X)2) = Cov (X'AX; X'aa'X) = 
= 2 tr (AZaa'S) = 2(a'IAIa). 
From this expression we can see that the problem of finding 
at = arg min E[E[Y| X] - E[Y| a'X]
2 = 
a 
= arg min E[X'AX - E[X'AX | o ' X ] ] 2 , 
a 
which is the first step of the PP-method in the regression analysis, coincides with 
the problem of finding 
fa'IAIa\2 
arg max f 
oeRd \ a'la ) 
Let us denote I1,2a — b. Then we have 
[aIAIa\2 fb'I1/2AIll2b\ <t,^n* m.^ 
max ) = max ( —-—— = max (b'I1/2AI1/2b)2 . 
aeR* \ a'la ) beR* \ | | b | | 2 J |Jb|p=l 
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The solution of the problem of finding arg max (b'S1,2AI1,2b)2 is now very simple. 
Hb||2=i 
Let us assume that {Xj}
d
j=zl are the eigenvalues and {bj}
d
j=1 the orthonormal eigen-
vectors of the symmetric matrix I1,2AI112, and let |Aj.| = \X2\ ^ •• ^ |A«,|. Then 
we have 
£1/2^1/2 = Y Xjbjb'j , max (b'Z
1,2AZ1,2b)2 = X2 , 
1=1 l!b||2=l 
arg max (b'I1,2AI1,2b)2 = b, , 
Hb|i2 = i 
which implies 
ía'IAla\2 - , . . 
a1 = arg max ] = I
 1/2b1 
aeR
d \ a'Ia ) 
and 
E[E[Y| X ] - E[Y| o i X ] ] 2 = D[X'AX] - 2X\ = 
= 2 tr ((I1 '2 A I1 '2)2) - X\ = 2 £ A2 . 
y=2 
The next step of the PP-method is to consider the random variable Rt = 
= Y- E [ Y | o i X ] . 
We can write 
E[Y| « iX] = E[Y] + A ^ X ) 2 - E[(o'tX)
2]), 
since 
^(Y-Mm = ^lAIa, = m A i m = 
D[(oiX)2] ( o i l o , ) 2 
Next, we have 
R1 = X'AX - X, . X ' o ^ i X - (E[Y] - X, E[(oiX)
2]) + e = 
= X'(A - A.o.ai) X - (E[Y] - A, E[(o'tX)
2]) + e , 
d 
where E[7] = tr (AS) = tr (I 1 / 2 AI 1 / 2 ) = £ A,., Ax E[(a;X)
2] = A ^ a j l a ^ = At and 
1 = i 
thus 
E[Y] - A. E[(oiX)2] = £ A, = tr (S^A^) = tr (A.I) = E[X'A.X] , 
1 = 2 
where Ax = A — A ^ a i . 
Thus we have shown that 
K! = X'AXX - EfX'AiX] + e ; A, = A - A-.a-.ai . 
Making use of this expression for Kx we can write 
E[KX | X] - E[K! | a'X] = X'A.X - E[X'AtX | a'X] , 
from which it can be seen that the second step of the PP-method, which consists 
in finding the vector 
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a2 = argmin EfEfi^ | X] - E[KX | a'X]]
2 = 
aeRd 
= arg min E\XfAtX - E ^ C ^ X | a'X]]
2 , 
aeRd 
coincides with the first step with the matrix At instead of the matrix A. We must 
find the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the matrix ^^A^I112. However, 
I^A,!1'2 = I1,2(A - X1a1a
r
1) I
112 = I1/2AI^2 - X.I^a^I1'2 = 
= iwi-w>i = zw;> 
1=1 1=2 
from which it is clear that X2, ...,Xd (|A2| ^ \X3\ ;_ ... g: \Xd\) are the eigenvalues 
and b2,..., bd are the eigenvectors of the matrix -4^ and we conclude 
a2 = argmin E[E[R± | X] - E[KX | a'X]]
2 = I " 1 / 2 ^ . 
a 
We proceed by analogy in the subsequent steps. It is clear that the PP-method 
of quadratic regression has only d steps. The equality 
I^AI1'2 = £ Ajbjb'j 
1=i 
yields the following expression for A: 
A = ixjI-
1l2bjb>I~
1'2 = YJXjaja>j, 
J = l 7 = 1 
wheter the vectors ay = I~
1,2bj satisfy the equalities a'jlaj = 1. 
Example. Let d = 2, 
- G O -
The matrix >A has the eigenvalues ax = 4 and a2 = 2, and the orthonormal eigen-
vectors 
-72O)' * -£ ( - . ) • 
2 
We can write A = £ ^jVjVp Vpj = <5í7, ř,j = 1, 2. 
1=1 
Let 
' l Ô  
Then 
г = ;o4 
^ j l ^ЛX1^ Q-
This matrix has the eigenvalues Ax = 8-6847 and X2 = — 3-6847 and the orthonormal 
eigenvectors 
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. _ /0-6150\ _ _ ( 0-7885\ 
b l ~ V0-7885;
 a n d b 2 =
 v-0-6150j 
We can easily compute 
a^l-^b^f06150) and a2 = ( ° '
7 8 8 5V 1 ^0-3942;  V-0-3075; 
We can see that Xt # ai5 a, 4= v., i = i_ 2, ox and o2 are not orthogonal, but 
4. APPLICATION OF THE PP-METHOD OF QUADRATIC REGRESSION 
TO REAL DATA 
Let us assume that (x[., yt)9 i = 1,2, . . . ,n are independent observations of a 
(d + l)-dimensional random vector (X', Y)'. Let 
Y= X'AX + e, 
where A is an unknown symmetric d x d matrix, X is an Nd (O, I) distributed 
random vector with I > 0, e is a random variable with E[a] = 0, I)[e] = c 2, X and 
a are independent. According to the results of the previous section we have A = 
d 
= YJ haSap where a'.la} = 1, J = 1, 2,..., d. By the PP-method we can estimate 
J = I 
the numbers Xj and the vectors a^j = 1, 2,..., d from the data (xj, yt)', i = 1, 2,..., n 
in the following way: 
Let 
1 n 
n i = i 
and let o e Kd be a vector for which the equality arSa = 1 holds. Let us compute 
the data (a'x,)2, i = 1, 2,..., n. We approximate the data yiy i = 1, 2,..., n by the 
usual regression line with respect to the data (o'x f)
2, i = 1, 2,..., n. Using a computer 
we find such a vector A o x with
 Aa'xS
 A a 1 = 1 and a real number
 AX1 that the equality 
z^-y-^ax^-roix)2)]^ 
» = i 
= min E [ y i - y -
A l < I ( ( o ' x 1 . )
2 - ( - a ' x ) 2 ) ] 2 holds. 
{a:a'Sa = l } i-1 
Here 
л ^ 0 = ^ г > Ў = - Ï У i 
ZЦďx,)2 - (-ďxfy 
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and 
(-o'x)2 = i £ ( o ' x ; )
2 . 
n f = i 
Then we repeat the same procedure with the data (xj, r^1})', i = 1, 2,. . . , n, where 
r<X) = y. - y - AA1((o'1xl-)
2 - ("oix)2), i = 1, 2,. . . , n. We get the vector Ao2 and 
the number A X2 and the data 
rW _ r(D _ pd) _ ^ 2 ( ( o ^ )
3 - (-o^x)2) , . _ 1, 2, . . . . n . 
These data together with xhi = 1, 2, . . . , n are used in the next step of the PP-method. 
After performing d steps we get the estimators AAl5...,
 AXd of Xl9...,Xd and 
Ao1, ...,
 Aad of cij, ..., od. Using these estimators we can construct the estimate 
*A = £ ^ X -aj 
i = l 
of the unknown matrix .4. In real situations the random variable X' A>AX can be 
used as the first (quadratic) approximation of the unknown nonlinear dependence 
of Yon X. 
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S ú h r n 
METODY ANALÝZY PROJEKCIÍ V KVADRATICKEJ REGRESU 
ZA PREDPOKLADOV NORMALITY 
FRANTIŠEK ŠTULAJTER 
V článku je študovaný model kvadratickej regresie metodou analýzy projekcií. Pomocou 
tejto metody je odvodený rozklad pre maticu kvadratickej regresie. Rozklad je použitý pre 
odhad tejto matice z pozorovaných dát. 
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P e з ю м e 
METOД AHAЛИЗA ПPOEKЦИЙ B KBAДPATИЧECKOЙ PEГPECИИ 
ДЛЯ ГAУCCOBCKOГO CЛУЧAЯ 
FRANTISEК ŠTULAJTER 
B cтaтьe изyчaeтcя мoдeль квaдpaтичecкoй peгpeccии нa ocнoвe мeтoдa aнaлизa пpoeкний. 
C пoмoщю этoгo мeтoдa нaйдeнo paзлoжeниe для мaтpицы квaдpaтичecкoй peгpeccии, кoтopoe 
пoзвoляeт дaть oцeнкy этoй мaтpицы, иcxoдя из нaблюдaeмыx дaнныx. 
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